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• We	  write	  quite	  a	  lot	  of	  codes,	  mostly	  solvers	  (GetDP	  &	  co)...	  as	  
most	  of	  you	  do
• Started	  Gmsh	  mesh	  generator	  &	  pre-­‐/post-­‐processor	  in	  1996	  as	  a	  
hobby,	  to	  “scratch	  an	  itch”
• First	  public	  binary	  release	  in	  1998	  
• GNU	  GPL	  release	  in	  2003






• >	  250k	  lines	  of	  code
• SWll	  only	  2	  core	  devs;	  75	  devs	  with	  repo	  write	  access
• >	  700	  people	  on	  mailing	  list
• >	  1000	  binary	  downloads	  per	  week
• >	  200	  citaWons	  in	  2012
3Some	  Background...
Today,	  Gmsh	  represents
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Were	  are	  we	  headed
• Stable	  C++	  and	  Python	  API	  (currently	  we	  know	  of	  about	  15	  
solvers	  relying	  on	  the	  undocumented	  API)
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  cost	  of	  commercial	  FEA	  codes	  for	  many	  use-­‐cases	  
(SMEs,	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The	  closest	  (probably):	  SALOME	  (hgp://salome-­‐placorm.org)
Main	  differences	  design-­‐wise:
• Should	  be	  “fast”	  and	  “light”	  -­‐-­‐	  Emphasis	  on	  simplicity
• Provide	  abstract	  interfaces	  to	  CAD,	  solvers	  and	  post-­‐processing
• OpWonal	  GUI
Quite	  close:	  GiD	  (hgp://gid.cimne.upc.es),	  but	  not	  free
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ExisIng	  Projects
• Don’t	  reimplement,	  interface
• Make	  it	  easy	  to	  provide	  templates,	  with	  interacWve	  parameter	  
modificaWon
• Make	  it	  as	  small	  and	  as	  easy	  to	  maintain	  as	  possible	  (no	  solver-­‐
dependent	  code	  in	  the	  interface)
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ONELAB	  role	  =	  data	  centralizaWon,	  (opWonal)	  modificaWon	  and	  
redispatching
Issues	  of	  completeness	  and	  consistency	  of	  the	  parameter	  set	  are	  
completely	  dealt	  with	  on	  the	  solver	  side
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• Clients:	  CAD	  kernels,	  meshers,	  solvers,	  post-­‐processors
• Server:	  Gmsh	  +	  database
Abstract	  interface:
• The	  server	  has	  no	  a	  priori	  knowledge	  of	  the	  clients	  (no	  meta-­‐
language	  or	  exchange	  file	  format)
• The	  server	  does	  not	  write	  input	  files	  for	  (naIve)	  clients:	  the	  client	  









Abstract	  CAD	  &	  meshing	  interface	  =	  Gmsh’s	  GModel	  B-­‐Rep	  model
• Direct	  access	  to	  underlying	  CAD	  kernels	  (no	  translaWons)
• New	  features:	  hybrid	  models,	  remeshing,	  cross-­‐patch	  meshing,	  
quad	  meshes,	  curved	  meshes
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ONELAB	  ImplementaIon
HIGH QUALITY SURFACE REMESHING USING HARMONIC MAPS: PART II 21
a) b)
Figure 17. Remeshing of a landing gear. Left Figure shows a part of the initial mesh with many patches





































Initial mesh (855 CAD patches)
0
Figure 18. Quality histogram for the remeshing of a landing gear. The left figure shows a zoom for
range of small aspect ratio  2 [0 : 0.1] and the right figure the whole range of aspect ratio  2 [0 : 1].
As can be seen, the remeshing procedure has removed the small elements by merging di↵erent patches
using a cross-patch parametrization.
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Figure 18. Quality histogram for the remeshing of a landing gear. The left figure shows a zoom for
range of small aspect ratio  2 [0 : 0.1] and the right figure the whole range of aspect ratio  2 [0 : 1].
As can be seen, the remeshing procedure has removed the small elements by merging di↵erent patch s
using a cross-patch para etrization.
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models and their feedback in the analysis of the results.
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Abstract	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  &	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  drivers:
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  exchange:	  
• Server	  in	  C++	  for	  portability,	  e.g.	  on	  iOS/Android	  
(onelab::server)
• Client	  in	  C++	  (onelab::client)	  or	  Python
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• “NaWve”	  clients	  use	  C++	  (e.g.	  GetDP	  in	  the	  demo)	  or	  Python	  directly
• “Interfaced”	  clients	  use	  Python,	  by	  instrumenWng	  their	  input	  files	  
(API	  available	  in	  a	  couple	  of	  month	  on	  hgp://onelab.info)




• name	  as	  ‘/’-­‐separated	  path
• dynamic	  dependency	  list	  of	  clients	  and	  status	  change
• decoraWons	  (help,	  bounds,	  choices,	  ...)




• name	  as	  ‘/’-­‐separated	  path
• dynamic	  dependency	  list	  of	  clients	  and	  status	  change
• decoraWons	  (help,	  bounds,	  choices,	  ...)
• serializaWon	  and	  deserializaWon
Example	  for	  naWve	  Gmsh	  &	  GetDP	  clients	  (in	  .geo	  or	  .pro	  files):
DefineConstant[	  N	  =	  {32,	  Label	  “Number	  of	  slices”}	  ];
Example	  for	  Python	  client:
c	  =	  onelab.client()
N	  =	  c.defineNumber('Number	  of	  slices',	  32)
Abstract	  interface	  to	  post-­‐processing:
• “NaWve”:	  based	  on	  Gmsh’s	  PView,	  PViewData,	  PViewOptions
• Generic	  operaWons	  on	  list-­‐based	  or	  GModel-­‐based	  datasets
• AdapWve	  visualizaWon	  of	  high-­‐order	  datasets	  by	  explicit	  
specificaWon	  of	  interpolaWon	  matrices
• “Interfaced”:	  same	  as	  interface	  to	  other	  clients
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Unified solution for operations on high-order polynomial FE spaces:
• provide local function space { 1, . . . , d} as 2 matrices:
- P (d⇥ 3) s.t.:
pi = ⇠
Pi1⌘Pi2⇣Pi3.





• geometrical primitives on adaptively refined grid
Valid for high-order, continuous or discontinuous, scalar or vector el-
ements. API provides access to P and   for the data and geometry
independently.
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• A	  simple	  (trivial?)	  way	  to	  interface	  FEA	  solvers
• InteracWve,	  based	  on	  Gmsh,	  and	  free
• You	  can	  try	  it	  out	  with	  naWve	  (C++)	  clients	  now:
• Gmsh	  for	  CAD/meshing
• GetDP	  for	  electromagneWcs	  and	  some	  “mulWphysics”
• Generic	  interface	  for	  other	  solvers	  using	  Python	  will	  be	  available	  
soon	  (later	  this	  year)
hgp://onelab.info
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Conclusion
